Indoor Range
4.1. Hours of Operation: 24 hours. Scheduled events (i.e. club leagues, hall rentals, club meetings, etc.)
take precedence.
4.2. General Rules: In addition to these range-specific rules, all General Range Rules identified in the first
part of this document apply.
4.3. Log Book: Members and guests must sign the log book, with the exception of scheduled events.
4.4. Guest Policy: Guests must put $1.00 in the tin box.
4.5. Firearm Restriction: No air guns, black powder firearms or shotguns are allowed at any time.
4.6. Ammunition Restriction - Pistol: Jacketed ammo and hollow points are allowed. Hand loads must be
within industry specifications for the caliber. ONLY THE FOLLOWING CALIBERS MAY BE USED ON THE
INDOOR RANGE:
- .22 (Long, Short, LR)
- .25 ACP
- .32 ACP
- 7.62x25mm Tokarev
- .380 ACP
- .38 (Special, Super, Long, Short)
- .357 SIG (Not .357 Magnum)
- 9mm (Luger, Parabellum, 9x19, NATO, Largo, Makarov)
- 10mm
- .40 S&W
- .44 (Special Only)
- .45 (ACP, Long Colt, GAP)
Additionally, the following is prohibited at all times:
- ALL SHOT SHELLS OR MULTIPLE PROJECTILE ROUNDS
- ALL MAGNUM AMMO
4.7. Ammunition Restriction - Rifle: Only .22 rim fire rifles are allowed.
4.8. Round Control: All rounds must hit the backstop
4.9. Smoking: No smoking in or around the range.
4.10. Misfires: Put misfires in the red tin box on counter.
4.11. Firearm Handling: Bring your cased firearm to the firing line. Remove the firearm and open the
action.
4.12. Target Restriction: Do not shoot anything but paper targets. NO EXPLODING TARGETS.
4.13. Shooting Station: All shooting must be from the firing line (the area immediately behind the benches).
Handguns may only be fired from a position on or above the bench. All bench tops must be in the
down position when not in use or when using a pistol.
4.14. Target Holder: Hand cranked target holders are to be all the way down range. If you wish to shoot at
less than 50 ft., wire hangers may be hung from the existing cables and used at distances less than 50
feet. However, the hand cranked target holder must still be at the end of the range.
4.15. Lights & Exhaust: Turn the lights and exhaust ON when you arrive and OFF when you leave. Air
handling system must be on when shooting.
4.16. Range Qualification: Shooting on the indoor range is restricted to qualified members (and their
guests) only. Members must be qualified on the range, 8 out of 10 on the paper, no leaning, as well as
demonstrating safe firearm handling techniques the entire time on the range. Use handgun of choice.
4.17. Lane Shooting: All shooting must be confined to the firing position you are standing in. There is no
cross lane shooting.
4.18. Cleanliness: Police your targets, brass and shooting area.
4.19. Drugs and Alcohol: DRUGS AND ALCOHOL ARE NOT ALLOWED ON ANY CLUB RANGE. No person
under the influence of alcohol or drugs shall be on any range.
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